GUIDE:
-CILL FITMENT

To prevent unfavorable actions *hogging the cill from differential
brickwork settlement, the following guidance should be adhered to:
1. The cavity tray should be sized 10mm longer at each end of the
cill before its stop ends, this should be laid on a 4mm mortar bed
with appropriate weep holes.
2. Under the stooled ends of the cill only, low bond DPM should be
installed between it and the cavity tray. These act as a slip plane.
3. A further 4mm bed of mortar should be laid on top of this DPM,
to support the stooled ends ONLY , leaving the centre of the cill
CLEAR of mortar.
4. The cill should be installed carefully on top of this mortar leaving
the front drip feature free of debris, the cill should overhang
between 45-50mm from the face of the outer leaf including any
render.
5. Finally, once the above courses of brickwork mortar have cured.
The remaining centre joint, which has been left open, can be finish
pointed.
At this point it is highly advised that any installed cills are adequately
protected before work continues above.
Most damage and staining occurs post installation from falling debris and
equipment. This can be entirely avoided by retrofitting cills nearer the end of
the construction phase as described in the appropriate documentation.
*Hogging : a negative bending moment, opposite of sagging
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IMPORTANT: Dimensions shown must be checked prior to placing an order and any discrepancies must be highlighted immediately
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